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Introduction 
 
 Community-based distribution (CBD) is one method of family planning service 
provision that has been used for over three decades to reach populations with limited 
access to information and contraceptives (Huber, et al, 1975; Kols and Wawer, 1982; 
Wawer, et al., 1985).   Most of the early experiences in the 1970's and 1980's in Asia 
and Latin America were generally successful, primarily because there was a growing 
demand for smaller families that was not being met with clinic-based services (Ross, et 
al., 1987).   
 
The article by Shelton, et. al (1999), summarizing recent experiences in Pakistan, is 
illustrative of how CBD programs can be effective in a setting where there is “dormant 
demand for actual contraceptive services waiting to be satisfied.” Answer the questions 
below as you read this article: 
 

1. How would you describe the “design” of the data gathering process for this 
report?  What are its strengths and weakness?  How would you improve it? 

2. What are the author’s major conclusions?  Are they supported by the 
available data?  

3. What is the significance of this study for Pakistan?  For other developing 
countries? 

 
In recent years, there has been a shift away from CBD in well established programs for 
several reasons, but mostly because of the relatively high monetary and management 
costs of maintaining a large cadre of field workers.  Making this shift has not been easy 
however, because of concerns that a change in program strategy would result in  a fall 
off in contraceptive acceptors and users.  This question was specifically addressed in a 
study by Routh, et al. in Bangladesh (2001). As you read the article, consider the 
following questions: 
 

1. What were the hypotheses that the authors were testing? 
2. What were the findings of the research, and how do the authors interpret 

these in terms of program prospects for the future? 
 
More recent experiences with CBD in sub-Saharan Africa have shown a mixed record 
(see for example, Chege and Askew, 1997).  A comprehensive and critical analysis of 
the experiences with community-based distribution of family planning in Africa has 
recently been completed by Phillips, Greene and Jackson (1999).   The questions below 



are provided as a guide for reading the attached article and class discussion.   
 

1. How do the authors define CBD? What kinds of services may be provided?  
Who are the providers and how are they organized? 

2. What are fundamental assumptions underlying CBD programs? 
3. In Africa, what is the evidence that CBD programs: increase contraceptive 

use; reduce fertility; reduce unmet need; increase demand for contraception; 
or improve the status of women? 

4. What is meant by Type I, Type II and Type III CBD programs?  What 
assumptions underlie each of these types, and what are the organizational 
issues? 

5. What are three possible roles for the impact of CBD on reproductive 
behavior? 

6. What are the concerns regarding CBD as they relate to "social costs" and 
"constrained demand"? 

7. What are the principles lessons learned from case studies in: Kenya; Nigeria; 
Zimbabwe; and Ghana? 

8. Elements of successful CBD management are --- 
9. Factors contributing to CBD failure are --- 
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(Source:  Phillips, et al., 1999)
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